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Stimuli-responsive polymersomes and nanoreactors

Hailong Che and Jan C. M. van Hest*

Macromolecular self-assembly is attracting increasing scientific interest in polymer science. One of the most studied assemblies are stimuli-responsive polymersomes that can convert specific environmental changes to functional outputs based on a physicochemical adjustment of their chain structures and membrane properties. These unique features have made it possible to design and construct smart self-assembled architectures for various emerging applications such as polymeric nanocapsules for tunable delivery vehicles. Moreover, stimuli-responsive polymersomes possess the ability to encapsulate active enzymatic species which makes them well suited as nanoreactors capable of performing enzymatic reactions. In this regard, this class of smart polymersomes provides an avenue to apply synthetic polymer systems as biomimetic materials. Here, in this review, we will highlight recent progress with regard to stimuli-responsive polymer vesicles/nanocapsules and their development towards intelligent nanocarriers and nanoreactors or artificial organelles.

1. Introduction

Compartmentalization is a process abundantly found in nature in order to confine, protect and regulate biological processes and to enable transport of cargo. Over the years, extensive research has been performed to create synthetic analogues of the mostly lipid-based natural compartments, for a variety of applications. There has been increasing interest in designing and constructing compartments to mimic the structure of living cells and their organelles. For example, fatty acids spontaneously form dynamic bilayer vesicles capable of growing and dividing which makes them ideal candidates for protocell membranes. Amphiphilic block copolymers can form a wide range of classical morphologies such as spherical micelles, worm-like micelles, vesicles and even tubular vesicles in block-selective solvents with appropriate polymer hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance. Among these polymeric aggregates, significant progress has been made on polymeric vesicles, often called polymersomes, with dimensions in the nanometer region presenting greater stability than liposomes. In principle, three factors mainly contribute to the formation of polymersomes: molecular weight, weight fraction of the hydrophilic block, and the effective interaction strength of its hydrophobic fraction with water. Polymersomes can be yielded by adjusting the hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance according to Equation (1):

\[
p = \frac{v}{a \ell}
\]

where p is the “packing parameter,” v is the volume of the hydrophobic chains, a is the optimal area of head group, and l, the length of the hydrophobic tail. Generally, amphiphiles are more likely to form vesicles with 1/2 sps ≤ 1, while spherical micelles and cylindrical micelles can be expected to form when p ≤ 1/3, and 1/3 sps ≤ 1/2, respectively.

Over the years, polymeric vesicles have gathered much interest in the field of medical applications, because they can encapsulate not only hydrophobic or fatty molecules into their membranes but also hydrophilic compounds within the aqueous lumen, in contrast to micelles that can mainly carry hydrophobic substances (some micelles can also load hydrophilic cargo). Some liquid crystalline cubosomes were also reported to serve as functional nanocarriers because of their high lipid volume fraction and large internal surface area for loading with both hydrophilic and lipophilic agents.
Table 1 Common polymer structures used for polymersome formation which are described in this review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer structures</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Abbreviations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Polyacrylic acid" /></td>
<td>Polyacrylic acid</td>
<td>PAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Polystyrene" /></td>
<td>Polystyrene</td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Poly(4-vinylpyridine)" /></td>
<td>Poly(4-vinylpyridine)</td>
<td>P4VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Poly(ethylene oxide)" /></td>
<td>Poly(ethylene oxide)</td>
<td>PEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Poly(2-diethylaminoethylmethacrylate)" /></td>
<td>Poly(2-diethylaminoethylmethacrylate)</td>
<td>PDEAEMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Poly(butadiene)" /></td>
<td>Poly(butadiene)</td>
<td>PBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Poly(trimethoxysilyl)propylmethacrylate" /></td>
<td>Poly(trimethoxysilyl)propylmethacrylate</td>
<td>PTMSPMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Poly(2-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate)" /></td>
<td>Poly(2-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate)</td>
<td>PDMAEMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Poly<a href="image">N-(4-vinylbenzyl)-N,N-dibutylamine</a></td>
<td>Poly[N-(4-vinylbenzyl)-N,N-dibutylamine]</td>
<td>PVBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Poly(N-acryloyl-L-phenylalanine)" /></td>
<td>Poly(N-acryloyl-L-phenylalanine)</td>
<td>PAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Poly(L-glutamic acid)" /></td>
<td>Poly(L-glutamic acid)</td>
<td>PGlu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Poly(L-lysine)" /></td>
<td>Poly(L-lysine)</td>
<td>PLys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)" /></td>
<td>Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)</td>
<td>PNIPAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Polyglycerol monomethacrylate" /></td>
<td>Polyglycerol monomethacrylate</td>
<td>PGMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer structures</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Abbreviations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>poly(N-(3-aminopropyl)methacrylamide hydrochloride)</td>
<td>PAMPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly(N-vinylcaprolactam)</td>
<td>PVCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly(dimethylsiloxane)</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly[trans-N-(2-ethoxy-1,3-dioxan-5-yl) acrylamide]</td>
<td>PtNEA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly(2-methoxyethyl vinyl ether)</td>
<td>PMOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly 1-(2-vinylxoyethyl)-3-ethylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate</td>
<td>P([Etim][BF₄])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly(phenylene sulphide)</td>
<td>PPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate</td>
<td>pPEGMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>poly[N-[N-(2-aminoethyl)-2-aminoethyl]aspartamide]</td>
<td>P[Asp(DET)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly(nitrobenzyloxycarbonylaminoethyl methacrylate)</td>
<td>PNBOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly(methyl caprolactone)</td>
<td>PMCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly[(N-amidino)dodecyl acrylamide]</td>
<td>PAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly(butyl acrylate)</td>
<td>PBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly(isocyaanoalanine(2-thiophene-3-yl-ethyl)amide)</td>
<td>PIAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly(2-methyloxazoline)</td>
<td>PMOXA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Polymer structure]</td>
<td>Poly(styrene boronic acid)</td>
<td>PSBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, polymeric nanocapsules can also serve as nanoreactors, defined as artificial organelles, by encapsulating enzymes to perform metabolic reactions. In all cases membrane permeability plays an important role with regard to the applicability of the polymersomes, as the large hydrophobic domain makes it difficult to transport substances across the membrane. For controlled drug release, or for the diffusion of substrates and products across the bilayer, appropriate approaches need to be followed to create membranes with controllable permeability.
One of the most interesting approaches is to apply stimuli-responsive macromolecules, a class of “smart” polymers that can sense minimal changes in the environment, installed by pH, light, temperature, enzymes, redox agents, ions, gas, mechanical force, or electrochemistry, leading to amplified physical or chemical structural changes.35-41 In the past decade, significant efforts have been made to the development of stimuli-responsive polymersomes or polymeric nanocapsules as they can receive internal or external stimuli to endow the system with functionality for controlling the capture and release of drugs and chemicals and for the performance of enzymatic reactions.42-47 Polymersomes constructed from stimuli-responsive polymers can convert external signals to functional outputs such as morphological transitions, volume contraction/expansion and membrane permeability enhancement. Additionally, some of the stimulus-responsive behaviours are similar to biological signal-reactive modes, which makes research in this field of great interest from a biomimetic point of view.

This review focuses on discussing intelligent self-assembled polymeric vesicles/nanocapsules made from stimuli-responsive polymers, and their emerging and perspective applications in nanocarriers and nanoreactors that have been developed over the last years. As there have been a number of excellent reviews on stimuli-responsive polymers and polymer capsules, we mainly aim at the current progress for stimuli-responsive polymer vesicles/nanocapsules, especially the most significant developments made in the field using triggers as gas, enzymes, near-infrared (NIR) light and magnetic fields. In the second part of this review, stimuli-responsive polymer nanoreactors will be addressed. In particular, we highlight functional polymersome-based nanoreactors which are employed in enzymatic reactions with the aim to develop artificial organelles.

2. Stimuli-responsive polymersomes

2.1 pH-responsive polymersomes

pH-responsiveness is one of the main stimuli applied in the design of responsive polymersomes. This is partly a result of the importance of pH variation in nature, such as the lowering of the pH in endosomes and lysosomes of cells to promote degradation of biomacromolecules. Furthermore, pH-responsive systems can be conveniently realized by the use of polyacid or polybase polymers whose hydrophilic-hydrophobic transition can be switched by pH gradients.

Early work on pH-sensitive vesicles was initiated by Einsenberg’s group on triblock copolymer vesicles of poly(acrylic acid)-b-poly(styrene)-b-poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PAA-b-PS-b-P4VP).46 Going from low pH to high pH, the aggregate morphologies of this triblock copolymer changed progressively from vesicles, to solid spherical or ellipsoidal aggregates, and finally back to vesicles (Fig.1). This vesicle composed of an asymmetric membrane demonstrated pH-triggered inversion with preferentially segregated acidic and basic coronas by control of the repulsive interaction among corona chains under different pH conditions. Based on this work, they reported a three-layered polymersome from triblock copolymer poly(ethylene oxide)-b-PS-b-poly(2-diethylamino ethyl methacrylate) (PEO-b-PS130-b-PDEAEMA120) that possessed a pH-induced “breathing” feature.49 When the pH was decreased from 10.4 to 3.4, a cracking of the rigid PS layer and a sharp increase of the vesicle size and the wall thickness were observed due to the progressive swelling of the PDEAEMA layer. These “breathing” vesicles gave rise to high permeability to water and high rates of proton diffusion. More importantly, this process was highly reversible with a relaxation time of ca. 1 min by changing the pH between 10.4 and 3.4. The PS hydrophobic layer ensured that the vesicles retained their shape. Chiu’s group found that polymersomes constructed from random copolymers of acrylic acid (AA) and distearin acrylate (DSA) possess pH-responsive transmembrane channels.50 When the pH was increased to 6.5, AA was ionized and permeable channels were created as a result of the abrupt disruption of hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic association of un-ionized AA units. These interesting vesicles can be operated as artificial organelles without the incorporation of channel-forming proteins.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of pH-triggered inversion of PAA-b-PS-b-P4VP vesicles.48

Armés and co-workers reported that the membrane permeability of pH-responsive polymersomes composed of the self-crosslinkable copolymer PEO-b-[PDEAEMA -stat-3-(trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate] (PEO-b-P[DEAEMA -stat-TMSPMA]) can be tuned by pH.51 Crosslinking was accomplished by the reaction of the trimethoxysilyl groups after hydrolysis into a siloxane network. At low pH, protonated PDEAEMA blocks led the membrane to swell, along with increasing permeability. Crosslinking was in this case required in order to prevent the vesicles from disassembling, due to the low Tg of the hydrophobic block employed. Also, they found that higher degrees of crosslinking resulted in lower wall permeabilities.

Recently, crosslinked polymersomes were successfully employed by our group to form a water-in-oil Pickering emulsion.52, 53 Polymersomes composed of PAA-b-P(S-co-4-vinyl benzyl azide) were stabilized by a Cu-assisted azide alkyne conjugation reaction with a bis-alkyne reagent. The polymersomes were able to form and stabilize water/oil Pickering emulsions and disassemble to the dispersed state in aqueous solution under acidic and neutral pH,
respectively. Using this method, the surface of the polymersomes exposed to the water phase was successfully modified by gold and platinum nanoparticles to form Janus polymersomes when the polymersomes were positioned at the water/oil interface in the Pickering emulsion (Fig.2). This simple and efficient approach to Janus polymersomes opens up perspectives for the use of these structures in applications where anisotropic properties are demanded.

Fig.2 Fabrication process of Janus polymersomes (JP) by pH-responsive polymersome Pickering emulsion (PPE) formation and disassembly.52

Amphiphilic block copolymers composed of polypeptides are a versatile class of stimulus-responsive building blocks for the self-assembly into vesicles.54 A change in pH can not only introduce a change in ionization state, but it can also lead to conformational changes, which can give rise to porous membranes. Two kinds of polypeptides have been used to construct pH-responsive polymersomes: hybrid block copolymers where the polypeptide serves as hydrophobic and the synthetic polymer as the hydrophilic block, or block copolymers in which both the hydrophilic and hydrophobic blocks are polypeptides.

Deming’s group successfully used pH to control the conformation of non-ionic block copolypeptide vesicles of L-leucine and ethylene glycol-modified L-lysine residues, PLeu-b-PEGLys. At high pH, uncharged poly(L-lysine) was not water soluble, and preferentially adopted the α-helical conformation, leading to the formation of vesicles. However, at pH=3, protonation of the amino side-chains on the lysine residues enhanced their hydrophilicity and destabilized the α-helical structure because of electrostatic repulsion of the like charges. This pH-triggered helix-to-coil conformation transition destabilised the vesicular assembly, giving rise to porous membranes. Lecommandoux and co-workers developed pH-responsive vesicles by a zwitterionic block copolypeptide, PGLu15-b-Plys15.55 At acidic pH, the poly(L-glutamic acid) block was neutralized, and its secondary conformation changed from a charged coil to a neutral and more compact R-helical structure, accompanied with a decrease in solubility. Under basic conditions, the protonated poly(L-lysine) block (−NH₃⁺) was transformed into a neutral and insoluble domain, forming the core of the aggregates. This kind of schizophrenic vesicles was reversibly produced in moderate acidic or basic aqueous solutions from the polypeptide diblock copolymers. O’Reilly’s group found similar “schizophrenic” behaviour in the pH-responsive block copolymer, PDEAEMA-b-poly(N-acryloyl-L-phenylalanine) (PDEAEMA -b-PAP). The polymersomes were able to switch their coronas and membranes by simple direct dissolution or solvent switching of the prepared copolymer in water at acidic and basic conditions.56 pH variation has also been used to trigger a change in the secondary structure of hybrid polypeptide-based polymersomes such as PBD-b-Plys and PI-b-PLys.57-59 From these examples it is clear that changing membrane properties as a function of pH has become a well-established methodology that can be potentially used for the controlled release of encapsulated drugs. In particular the peptide-based systems show much promise, as these vesicles are composed of fully biodegradable constituents.

Besides changing membrane permeability changes in pH can also lead to variations in shape of the vesicular structures. Zhang’s group demonstrated the ability of pH-induced morphological transitions employing the pH-sensitive ABC triblock copolymer poly(dimethyl acrylamide-b-PS-b-poly[N-(4-vinylbenzyl)-N,N-dibutylamine] (PDMA-b-PS-b-PVBA).60 Because of the appending dibutylamine groups, the core-forming block PVBA was pH-sensitive which upon ionization became soluble in acidic aqueous medium. At a certain critical length of the PVBA block and at sufficiently low pH (4.5), this polarity switch was strong enough to induce a nanoparticle-to-vesicle morphology transition, the process being called an in-to-out switch. A rapid transition of aggregation state was also observed for PAA-b-PBD polymeric vesicles, which were transformed into worms and spheres by changing pH.61

2.2 Temperature-responsive polymersomes

Temperature is another stimulus that can be used to trigger the specific responsiveness of polymersomes. For example, a well-known temperature-responsive polymer PNIPAM is often introduced into functional block polymer systems to produce temperature-sensitive self-assembly. PNIPAM can transit between hydrophilic to hydrophobic when the temperature is switched around its lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of 32 °C, which is at a physiologically relevant temperature. When PNIPAM is applied as the hydrophobic part of a polymer system it can self-assemble to form stable vesicles at the normal body temperature of 37 °C (higher than the LCST), while disassemble and rapidly release encapsulated substances at temperatures below 32 °C.
Temperature-sensitive polymersomes for controlled delivery of anticancer drugs.62 This concept was demonstrated by Yang et al. using diblock copolymer PEO-b-PNIPAM.63 These polymersomes were used as smart nanocarriers by encapsulating both hydrophilic drugs into the aqueous lumen and hydrophobic molecules into their membranes, while allowing temperature-controlled quick release of both types of compounds below 32 °C. McCormick’s group prepared poly(N-(3-aminopropyl)methacrylamide hydrochloride)-b-PNIPAM (PAMP-b-PNIPAM) and poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate)-b-PNIPAM (PDMEMA-b-PNIPAM) that could form temperature-responsive aggregates in water.54, 65 The hydrophilic PAMPA block was ionically crosslinked through the addition of an oppositely charged polyelectrolyte. The PDMEMA-b-PNIPAM based vesicles were stabilized by the reduction of NaAuCl4 to form hybrid aggregates with Au nanoparticles embedded in the PDMEMA domain. These polymersomes are highly promising as smart carriers for triggered intracellular delivery of biopharmaceutics such as pDNA, siRNA, pharmaceutical proteins and peptides. More recently, polymersomes composed of a novel type of temperature-sensitive triblock copolymer poly(N-vinyl caprolactam)-b-polydimethylsiloxane-b-poly(N-vinyl caprolactam) (PVCL−b-PDMS−b-PVCL) were reported.62 At elevated temperatures, transient pores created in the PVCL-b-PDMS-b-PVCL membrane enabled DOX to easily pass through the hydrophobic PDMS layer without damaging the vesicles. Such polymersomes have shown temperature-controlled permeability within the physiologically relevant temperature range of 37-42 °C which could be used for sustained delivery of anticancer drugs (Fig. 3).

O’Reilly’s group have reported thermally induced micelle to vesicle morphology transitions of amphiphilic block copolymers.66, 67 They synthesised PNIPAM containing diblock copolymers that were able to self-assemble into nano-objects in aqueous solution. These nano-objects could undergo a relatively fast and fully reversible transition from micelle to vesicle morphologies (Fig. 4). This transition could be performed at 40 °C in purely aqueous or mixed aqueous /organic environments and the transition time could also be tuned.

Except for single temperature-responsive vesicles, there are also a number of reports on dual responsive polymersome systems.58, 69 For example, Li and co-workers used a series of well-defined diblock copolymers PEO-b-poly[trans-N-(2-ethoxy-1,3-dioxan-5-yl) acrylamide] (PEO-b-PtNEA) to prepare double pH and temperature responsive polymersomes. The morphologies of the formed aggregates could be tuned from spherical nanoparticles to well dispersed polymersomes, depending on the chain length of PtNEA and the polymer concentration. These nano-objects were stable at physiological pH but gradually disassembled in mildly acidic medium due to the acid-triggered hydrolysis behaviour of PtNEA. More recently, temperature and UV-responsive pillararene-based supra-amphiphilic polyarsenotaxanes were constructed from a water-soluble pillar[7]arene and an azobenzene containing random copolymer, which self-assembled to form vesicles in water (Fig. 5).71 Upon irradiation with UV light at 365 nm for over 1 h or heating the solution, the vesicles disassembled and the membrane started to disrupt into solid nanospheres. However, the disassembled system could be reassembled by irradiation with visible light at 435 nm or cooling the solution. Reversible transformations between solid nanospheres and vesicles were thus successfully achieved by adjusting the solution temperature or UV-visible light irradiation because of the thermo-responsiveness of the pillararene and the photo-responsiveness of the azobenzene unit.

Although less common also polymers that possess upper critical solution temperature (UCST) behaviour have been employed for vesicle formation. These polymers become soluble upon heating and their UCST is strongly governed by their molecular weight and concentration.72 UCST-type poly(2-methoxyethyl vinyl ether)-b-poly 1-(2-vinylxoyethyl)-3-ethylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (PMOVE-b-P([Etim][BF4])) polymers were prepared by living cationic polymerization. Polymersomes were formed above the phase separation temperature (Tps) of the poly(MOVE) segment, whereas micelles were formed below the Tps of P([Etim][BF4]).73
Fig. 5 Chemical structures of pillar[7]arene and an azobenzene containing random copolymer and illustration of the dual-responsive controlled assembly and disassembly.71

2.3 Redox-sensitive polymersomes

Redox potentials vary greatly in the intracellular and extracellular environment, and between tumor and normal tissue. In the cytosol and nuclei, the concentration of one of the most prominent reducing agents, glutathione (GSH) is much higher (10 mM) than in the extracellular environment (2–20 µM).74 Therefore, taking advantage of the local redox state, reduction or oxidation of responsive polymers can be used to change the properties of polymersome membranes to endow these compartments with novel functions.

In many papers, disulfide linkages are applied in reduction-responsive polymer assemblies.75–77 For example, the reduction-sensitive block copolymeric macroamphiphile PEG–SS–PPS (PPS: poly(phenylene sulphide) was used to develop nanocarriers with specific sensitivity and fast response to the reducing environment of the endosome.78 Kou and co-workers used sensitive polymersomes based on the amphiphilic triblock copolymer pPEGMA–PCL–SS–PCL–pPEGMA (pPEGMA: poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate)) as nanocarriers.79 The intracellular tripeptide glutathione triggered the degradation of the polymersomes due to the cleavage of the disulfide groups in the polymeric backbone. The redox-responsive biocompatible polymersomes exhibited enhanced antitumor efficacy and are promising candidates for intracellular drug delivery in cancer therapy. Besides reduction-induced disassembly, also shape changes could be achieved under the influence of a reducing agent. Kataoka’s group prepared a series of block copolymers (PEG–SS–P(Asp), PEG–SS–P [Asp(DET)] and PEG–P[Asp(DET)]) (P(Asp): poly(aspartic acid), P(Asp(DET)):poly[N-(2-aminooethyl)-2-aminooethyl] aspartamide)) which were assembled into polyion complex micelles (PICmicelles) due to the electrostatic attractions between the two different polymers. Upon cleavage of the disulfide bonds with dithiothreitol (DTT) a micelle-to-vesicle transition was observed (Fig. 6).80

There have been few reports on oxidation-responsive polymersomes which are commonly based on reactive oxygen species (ROS) e.g. hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), which originates from the aerobic metabolism. The first block used in oxidation-responsive polymersomes was PPS which functioned as the hydrophobic block in the vesicle membrane.81 The addition of H2O2 converted the hydrophobic PPS to hydrophilic poly(propylene sulphoxide), resulting in increasing curvature of the hydrophobic-hydrophilic interface along with the phase transformation from vesicles to micelles. This class of oxidation-responsive polymersomes proved to be promising as nanocounters in drug delivery, biosensing and biodetection. Based on this work, Hubbell and co-workers applied PPS containing polymersomes as oxidation-sensitive carriers for both antigen and adjuvant delivery to dendritic cell (DC) endosomes.82 When toll-like receptor agonists gardiquimod or R848 were loaded within the polymersomes, the ability of gardiquimod to induce IL-6 and IL-12 cytokine expression showed a 10-fold enhancement which makes it possible to use these oxidation-sensitive polymersomes as a vaccine delivery platform for inducing cell-mediated antigen-specific immune response.

Ferrocene-containing polymers are another class of oxidation-responsive polymers that have been extensively studied recently. Ferrocene-decorated polymers are usually utilized to develop oxidation-responsive systems based on host-guest interactions. Yuan’s group reported a pseudo-block copolymer based on cyclodextrin end-functionalized PS and ferrocene-modified PEO via orthogonal assembly.83 These two end-decorated homopolymers self-assembled into polymersomes in aqueous solution which displayed assembly and disassembly behaviour because of the reversible association and disassociation controlled by electrochemistry: Fe was oxidized into charged PEO–Fc+ upon exposure to +1.5 V to disaggregate the vesicles into small fragments, the reduction of PEO–Fc+ at −1.5 V enabled the association of this polymer with PS–β-CD again (Fig. 7), which led to the reformation of the polymer vesicles.

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of reduction-induced micelle-vesicle transitions.80

Fig. 7 Reversible assembly and disassembly of PS–β-CD/PEO–Fc controlled by electrochemistry.83

2.4 Light-responsive polymersomes

Photo-responsive self-assembled systems have attracted great interest because the responsiveness of the assemblies can be rapidly and conveniently induced at a specific time and location upon exposure to wavelengths which can be visible light, ultraviolet, and near-infrared.84–88 These systems are commonly based on the principle that photosensitive moieties are incorporated in polymers that function as light-cleavable linkers, undergo light-induced degradation or light-responsive conformational changes, such as azobenzene.
Liu’s group have prepared amphiphilic PEO-b-PNBOC (PNBOC: poly(nitrobenzyloxy carbonyl aminooethyl methacrylate) to develop UV-regulated “traceless” crosslinked polymersomes.\textsuperscript{89} UV irradiation triggered self-immolative decaging releasing primary amine moieties, yielding poly(2-aminooethyl methacrylate) accompanied with the release of 2-nitrobenzaldehyde and CO\textsubscript{2}. The resulting amine moieties were shown to undergo an amidation reaction in the membrane between pH 7.4 and 4.5, leading to vesicle crosslinking instead of vesicle-to-unimer disassembly (Fig. 8). Interestingly, the crosslinking process was accompanied with the generation of residual protonated amines which led to a hydrophobicity-to-hydrophilicity transition of the polymersome membrane. Thus, upon UV irradiation, hydrophilic network channels were generated through the bilayer membrane which were used to achieve light-regulated membrane permeabilization and co-release of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic substances. Other self-immolative polymersomes (SIPsomes) were prepared from PBC-b-PDMA (PBC: poly(benzyl carbamate) PDMA: poly(N,N-dimethyl acrylamide) polymers which exhibit stimuli-triggered head-to-tail cascade depolymerization features.\textsuperscript{90} The self-immolative block was caged with perylen-3-yl, 2-nitrobenzyl, or disulfide moieties, which are responsive to visible light (420 nm), UV light (365 nm) or reductive milieu. The SIPsomes were disintegrated into water-soluble 4-aminobenzyl alcohol (ABA), carbon dioxide, and PDMA, which allowed these polymersomes to be used for controlled drug co-release. By loading substrates and enzymes in different polymersomes that respond to different triggers, only when both triggers were applied enzymatic conversion could be observed (Fig. 9). Besides this so-called AND gate system, also OR gates were developed. Meier and co-workers designed PMCL-ONBPAA (PMCL: poly(methyl caprolactone) amphiphilic photocleavable block copolymers which self-assembled into polymersomes.\textsuperscript{91} These polymersomes disintegrated upon UV irradiation, yielding small micellar-like structures, and simultaneously releasing their payload which meets the requirements for intelligent drug delivery systems.

**Fig. 8** Light-responsive polymersomes exhibiting concurrent phototriggered “traceless” crosslinking and vesicle membrane permeabilization.\textsuperscript{89}

**Fig. 9** Schematic illustration of SIPsomes self-assembled from PBC-b-PDMA amphiphilic block copolymers which are subjected to self-immolative depolymerization into small molecules upon cleavage of “capping” moieties.\textsuperscript{86}

Dendritic block copolymers have also been used to form light-responsive polymersomes. A series of amphiphilic linear-dendritic block copolymers (LDBC)s containing a PEG linear segment connected to fourth generation dendrons containing 4-isobutyloxyazobenzene units (AZO) were synthesized and the responsiveness of the self-assembled vesicles was explored.\textsuperscript{92} A faster and more efficient photoinduced isomerization of AZO was achieved by decreasing azobenzene content in the codendrons, which led to drastic structural changes and deformed vesicles with a distorted membrane upon irradiation. As a result the permeability of the vesicle was increased and the trans-to-cis photoisomerization of AZO could thus be utilized to trigger the release of both hydrophilic (Rhodamine B) and hydrophobic (Nile Red) compounds. Also, the self-assembly and controlled degradation of dendritic polymersomes (dendrimerosomes) containing first through third generation (G1–G3) photodegradable hydrophobic blocks was studied.\textsuperscript{93}

Host-guest systems containing light-sensitive species have also been explored for photo-responsive self-assembly.\textsuperscript{94, 95} Bilayer vesicles consisting of hydrophilic pillar\textsuperscript{6}arene and trans azobenzene-based amphiphilic polymers were formed via host–guest interactions. The switchable trans-cis transition of AZO upon applying UV and visible light affected the host–guest interaction, resulting in a reversible transformation from vesicle (trans configuration) to micelle (cis configuration).\textsuperscript{94}

Near-Infrared (NIR) light sensitive self-assemblies are ideal systems and extremely promising for clinical applications because of their great advantages such as deeper tissue penetration, lower scattering properties, and minimal harm to tissues.\textsuperscript{96–98} Nie and co-workers have used a microfluidic platform to prepare polymersomes containing gold nanoparticles (GNPs) with controlled dimensions and morphology.\textsuperscript{99} The GNPs were incorporated into the membrane and 671 nm laser irradiation was used to excite the gold-loaded vesicles (GVs), producing heat in the vicinity of cancer cells. Simultaneously, the heating dissociated the photosensitizer Ce6-loaded GVs and led to
the release of the Ce6 substrate to produce singlet oxygen, killing cancer cells (Fig. 10). The NIR light-responsive polymersomes were shown to have excellent theranostic capability without noticeable toxicity, and are highly promising for image-guided synergistic photothermal and photodynamic therapy (PTT/PDT) of tumors in vivo. In another example Au nanoflowers (AuNFs) were loaded in the membrane of PEO-b–PS polymersomes.100 The significant increase in the absorption of the vesicles because of the strong plasmon coupling of the AuNFs led to responsiveness of the vesicles to NIR light. The molecules encapsulated in the polymersomes were released in a remote-controlled model using NIR light.

2.5 Gas-responsive polymersomes

Recently, polymers that have the ability to respond to bioactive molecules or utilize intracellular signaling molecules as stimuli have become a topic of interest in biomimetic chemistry and polymersome research. Well-known intracellular biosignals such as NO, CO2, H2S and O2 have been reported to manipulate polymer self-assembly when the appropriate stimuli-responsive polymers were applied and potential intracellular applications were demonstrated, such as bioimaging, diagnostics and drug/gene delivery.41, 101-103

Yuan’s group reported CO2-responsive macromolecules and their applications in shape transformation, smart surfaces and controlled drug release.104-109 They successfully developed “breathing” vesicles from the CO2-responsive amidino-containing diblock copolymer PEO-b-PAD (PAD: Poly[(N-amidino)dodecyl acrylamide]). The size and volume of these polymersomes was tuned by alternating treatment with CO2 and Ar through the protonation and deprotonation effect (Fig. 11).104 These polymersomes with unique gas-responsivity were shown to have reversible distinctive expansion and contraction, therefore they can be regarded as functional “breathing” nanocontainers for periodically accelerating drug release. Based on this work, Zhao’s group studied the CO2-driven self-assembly and shape transformation of PEO-b-PAD with a broad range of shapes.110 Self-assembled microscopic tubules were successfully transformed into submicroscopic vesicles and nano-micelles with increasing CO2 stimulus time, which adjusted the copolymer hydrophilic-hydrophobic ratio. PDMAEMA and PDEAEEMA are another type of CO2-responsive polymers. The tertiary amine groups in PDEAEEMA and PDMAEMA can react with CO2 in water, exhibiting an extended hydrophilic chain conformation, and this process is reversible upon exposure to N2 to remove CO2.111-114 Triblock copolymer PEO-b–PS-b-PDEAEEMA was synthesized and used to construct a series of CO2-sensitive self-assembled nanostructures (spherical micelles, worm-like micelles, and vesicles) and their gas-triggered shape transformation.115

![Fig. 10](image1.png)

**Fig. 10** Photosensitizer-loaded gold NP vesicles with strong plasmonic coupling effect for image-guided photothermal/photodynamic (PTT/PDT) therapy.99

![Fig. 11](image2.png)

**Fig. 11** Schematic representation of the self-assembly of diblock copolymer PEO-b-PAD into vesicles and their reversible gas-responsive “breathing” in aqueous media as CO2-responsive polymersomes.104

Except for CO2-responsive block copolymers, there have been also reports on CO2-responsive systems based on host-guest interactions. Zhao et al. developed a CO2-sensitive imidazole-containing supramolecular block glycopolypeptide.116 They found that benzimidazole-ended poly(L-valine) and CD-functionalized dextran can self-assemble, driven by host-guest interactions, into vesicles or nanofibers depending on the poly(L-valine) length. The vesicular and fibrous structures underwent a reversible disassembly process upon “breathing in” CO2 and assembly upon “breathing out” CO2 because of the CO2 responsiveness of the benzimidazole unit (Fig. 12). This system provides the possibility to develop virus-like particles for bioapplications, such as gene delivery. Huang’s group demonstrated that the pillararene-based molecular recognition motif established from a water-soluble pillar[5]arene and an anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfonate (SDS) also have CO2 responsiveness.117 Upon protonation by CO2, 10 tertiary amine groups containing water-insoluble Pillar[5]arene were turned into water-soluble species which could accept an anionic surfactant SDS to form vesicles. Furthermore, upon bubbling with N2 to eliminate CO2 vesicle disruption was induced. Upon protonation by CO2, 10 tertiary amine groups of the water-insoluble pillar[5]arene were turned into water-soluble species which can accept an anionic surfactant SDS to form vesicles. Furthermore, upon bubbling with N2 to eliminate CO2 vesicle disruption was induced.

Hydrogen sulfide (H2S), generated from L-cysteine via cystathionine γ-lyase (CSE) mediated decomposition, is another very important neuromodulator and cell signalling molecule.118 Recently, Yan’s group have built a H2S-
responsive system based on an azidomethylbenzoate (AzMB)-containing block copolymer. AzMB is an H₂S sensitive molecule and can be converted into benzylamine, resulting in a series of intramolecular cascade reactions to exhibit self-immolative behaviour. Therefore, upon exposure to H₂S, AzMB containing PEO-b-PAGMA vesicles were subject to a controlled disassembly process (Fig.13). Moreover, the CSE enzyme, capable of converting intracellular Cys into H₂S, was successfully encapsulated into the vesicle membrane to construct a responsive nanovehicle for controlled drug delivery. This kind of stimulus mode will provide a new avenue to develop endogenous-responsive nanocapsules for biological applications.

Interestingly, polymers sensitive to both CO₂ and O₂ have been prepared. O₂-responsive 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl methacrylate (FMA) was incorporated into CO₂-responsive polymer systems. With O₂ bubbling, the PEO-b-PFMA copolymersomes expanded eight times in volume because interactions between O₂ molecules and the pentafluorophenyl groups can enhance water solubility of the highly hydrophobic PFMA block; CO₂ bubbling enabled the vesicles to transform into small spherical micelles due to the increasing interfacial free energy.

**Fig.12** Orthogonal connection of benzimidazole-ended poly(L-valine) (Bzl-PVal) and CD-functionalized dextran (Dex-CD) to form supramolecular block glycopolypeptides and schematic of their CO₂-switchable assembly and disassembly behavior.  

**Fig.13** (a) H₂S-responsive cleavage of PEO-b-PAGMA and the H₂S-induced cascade reaction mechanism. (b) H₂S-responsive controlled disassembly process.  

2.6 Enzyme-responsive polymersomes

Enzyme-responsive polymers can cue unique properties in polymeric materials, as a result of the high level of selectivity and efficiency accompanied by enzymatic conversions. Specific enzymatic reactions have been utilized to develop smart supramolecular systems that are switched between assembled and disassembled structures. Most reports have dealt with enzyme sensitive micelles for controlled drug release and transport, the number of enzyme-responsive polymersomes is still limited.

Heise et al. constructed biohybrid PBA-b-P(Glu-co-Ala) vesicles consisting of block copolymers of poly(L-glutamic acid) copolymerized with various quantities of L-alanine by N-carboxyanhydride ring opening polymerization. When the self-assembled vesicular structures were exposed to the enzymes elastase and thermolysin, the polymersomes were degraded depending on the composition of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic block. PBA containing block copolymers possessing 50% L-alanine in the polypeptide block showed a high degradation response compared to polymers containing lower L-alanine quantities. Amphilic copolypeptides containing a hydrophobic precursor diblock copolypeptide, poly(L-methionine)₉₋₅-b-poly(L-leucine₅₋₅-stat-L-phenyl alanine₆₋₆) and a segment of water-soluble methionine sulfoxide (M⁰) was created by Deming’s group. This polymer self-assembled into vesicles, with M⁰ being substrate for reductase enzymes. The hydrophilic M⁰ segments in the vesicles were converted to hydrophobic poly(L-methionine) (M) segments upon exposure to these enzymes. The generated hydrophobic M segments led to a change in assembly from spherical to a crumpled sheet-like morphology which resulted in vesicle membrane curvature and release of cargo.

Enzyme-responsive polymersomes are ideal candidates for drug delivery vehicles because certain enzymes are overexpressed in pathological regions such as at tumor and inflammation sites, and both hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs can be encapsulated. Dextran-based vesicles were developed and water-soluble molecules like Rhodamine-B (Rh-B) and the polyaromatic anticancer drug camptothecin (CPT) were selectively loaded in the hydrophilic lumen and hydrophobic membrane, respectively. Esterase enabled the cleavage under physiological conditions of the aliphatic ester with which the dextran moiety was connected enabling fast release of CPT or Rh-B (Fig. 14). More importantly, the drug-loaded polymersomes demonstrated significantly better cellular uptake compared to free CPT and they were seen to localize in the perinuclear region of the cells. This versatile polymeric carrier provides new research means for dual encapsulation and delivery of hydrophilic and hydrophobic drug molecules.

Noncovalent host-guest interactions can also be introduced into enzyme-responsive systems. Liu and co-workers have reported an enzyme-responsive vesicle constructed from p-sulfonatocalix[4]-arene as the macrocyclic host and natural enzyme-cleavable myristoylcholine as the guest molecule. The formed vesicles were specifically and efficiently dissipated by cholinesterase, overexpressed in Alzheimer’s disease, endowing fast release behaviour of entrapped water-
soluble drugs. The enzyme-induced cleavage of myristoylcholine can be extended to various enzyme tuned self-assembled materials.

Fig. 14 Dextran vesicular approach for delivery of hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs (or molecules) into cells.122

2.7 Magnetic Field-responsive polymersomes

Magnetic field sensitive systems have broad applications for therapy, imaging, and diagnosis because of the unique properties of magnetic fields, such as their noninvasive nature, high penetration, absence of energy dissipation and ease of control. The introduction of paramagnetic or superparamagnetic materials into self-assembled systems would provide a new approach to achieve magnetoresponsive properties in drug delivery.124-126 Magnetic field-responsive systems are susceptible to magnetic guidance, induced temperature increase, or a combination of both.

Lecommandoux and co-workers have studied magnetic field triggered drug release from polymersomes for cancer therapeutics.127 Using poly(trimethylene carbonate)-b-poly(L-glutamic acid) (PTMC-b-PGA) block copolymers, they successfully encapsulated DOX together with hydrophobic surface-modified superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (USPIO; γ-Fe2O3) within polymersomes. Such polymersomes were shown to have deformation behaviour of the vesicle membrane when exposed to an alternating magnetic field (HAMF). The high-frequency HAMF enabled USPIOs to generate localized heating which changed the crystallinity of PTMC and increased the polymersomes’ permeability, giving rise to increased drug release.

Fe3O4 nanoparticles were incorporated into the bilayer membrane of P2VPco-b-PEO24 polymersomes.128 The hydrophobic nanoparticles were not located in the center of the bilayer but rather at the periphery decorating the hydrophobic/hydrophilic interface because of the low entropy of mixing between particles and polymers. The loaded Fe3O4 nanoparticles resulted in a tendency to bridge to adjacent bilayers leading to the formation of oligo- and multimembrane vesicles. Moreover, the encapsulation of magnetic nanoparticles improved the magnetophoretic mobility under external magnetic fields due to the increased lamellarity of the vesicles.

Magnetic field-responsive systems cannot only be constructed via the encapsulation of magnetic nanoparticles into polymersomes, diamagnetic structures assembled from amphiphilic block copolymers can also be utilized for magnetic manipulation. Our group reported a series of polymer stomatocytes based on PEG-b-PS copolymers via an osmotically driven shape transformation.129-131 It was found that the size of their opening increased along with increasing the intensity of the magnetic field and this process was reversible when the magnetic field was removed (Fig. 15).132 The mechanism of magnetic field-modulated opening of the stomatocytes was caused by the highly anisotropic magnetic susceptibility of the building blocks, PEG-b-PS, which resulted in their collective perpendicular alignment in the magnetic field. This led to stretching of the membrane, resulting in a deformation of the structure and increase in the opening.132, 133 This novel magnetic field-responsive stomatocytes with switchable size of the opening might offer new possibilities for capture and release of cargo via the reversible magnetic valve, although one of the current limitations of the methodology is that the PS membrane has to be plasticized by organic solvent to allow the shape transformation to take place.

Fig.15 Schematic representation of the strategy for capture and release of cargo with stomatocyte magneto-valves.132

3. Stimuli-responsive nanoreactors

Beside application as drug release systems, a further biomimetic step towards developing functional compartments is to encapsulate enzymes inside polymersomes as nanoreactors or artificial organelles, which are able to mimic metabolic reactions. As we mentioned above, polymer-based capsules are more stable compared to liposomes, however the improved stability is at the same time a disadvantage because of the poor membrane permeability. This is an obvious issue when enzymatic reactions are to be performed inside polymersomes due to the difficulty of transporting chemicals through the polymer membrane barrier.134 In this regard, approaches have to be introduced to improve the permeability, making exchange of substrate and product possible, while enclosing enzymes inside polymersomes without leakage. For example, a limited number of block polymers such as PS-b-PIAT (PIAT: poly[(isocyanatoalkane(2, thiophene-3-yl-ethyl)amide)] are able to self-assemble into permeable polymersomes, due to the frustrated packing of the molecules in the polymer bilayer.134-136 Channel proteins like outer-membrane-protein F (OmpF), were incorporated into PDMS-PMOXA-PDMS (PMOXA: Poly[2- methylxazoline]) membranes to render polymersomes with porosity.137 The abovementioned examples are intrinsically permeable polymersomes, of which the porosity and thus the activity cannot be regulated. A more bio-inspired and versatile approach is the use of stimuli-responsive polymersomes with enhanced permeability.
under environmental changes. In this section, we highlight progress in the development of nanoreactors based on stimuli-responsive polymersomes.

We reported a polymersome nanoreactor with controlled permeability induced by pH and sugar-responsive block copolymers. The polymersome was composed of a mixture of PEG-b-PS and boronic acid containing polymer PEG-b-PSBA (PSBA: poly(styrene boronic acid). When boronic acid was ionized to boronate in alkaline media, the solubility of the PSBA block in water increased, which was further enhanced by the binding of glucose or fructose to the boronic acid moiety. An optimal amount of PEG-b-PSBA was used as a minor component and mixed with PEG-b-PS to co-assemble into polymersomes. Upon raising pH and with the introduction of glucose, the hydrophobic PSBA block was converted to a hydrophilic domain and could be removed, thereby creating pores that allowed substrate to enter and be converted by enzymes encapsulated in the nanoreactors (Fig. 16). The permeability and porosity of the polymersomes could be tuned by varying the ratio between PEG-b-PS and PEG-b-PSBA.

Fig. 16 Schematic representation of the formation of bioreactors with a permeable membrane utilizing the sugar responsiveness of the block copolymer PEG-b-PSBA. Yu et al. devised a CO2-responsive polymersome with controlled permeability upon addition or removal of CO2 from the self-assembled vesicles. Amphiphilic block copolymer PEO-b-PAD self-assembled into polymersomes which could self-expand when exposed to CO2 due to transformation of the PAD chains from an unprotonated, entangled state to a protonated, stretched state. The CO2-induced polymersome swelling adjusted membrane permeability and enabled the controlled release of nanoparticles depending on the degree of membrane pore size. Furthermore, myoglobin (Mb) was encapsulated inside the polymersomes to create a nanoreactor (Fig. 17). When CO2 was passed through the solution for 5 min, the dilated membrane channels permitted GSH to travel through the bilayer to react with Mb generating O2-carrying myoglobin (oxyMb). Upon prolongation of the CO2 stimulus to 15 min, the vesicles were further swollen and the channels further opened; as a result, trypsin was able to go through the membrane hydrolysing Mb. Through the control of CO2 levels, these CO2-responsive smart polymersomes with controlled permeability can isolate two different enzymatic reactions and provide the possibility to mimic cytmembranes and cellular functions.
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Fig. 17 Illustration of the compartmentalization of two enzymatic reactions in the PEG-b-PAD polymersomes modulated by CO2 levels.

Recently, Palivan and co-workers created pH-responsive nanoreactors by a biomimetic strategy using synthetic membranes equipped with channel proteins, OmpF. POMOXAα–PDMSβ–POMOXAα polymersomes were modified with OmpF which was chemically modified with a pH-responsive molecular cap to serve as “gate”. Thus, the opening and closing of OmpF “gates” reconstituted in the polymersome membrane was highly pH-controlled. The blockage/free diffusion of molecules through the porin channel could be better tuned depending on the pH values of the environment of the polymersomes to control enzymatic activity inside the nanoreactors (Fig. 18). They found that the activity of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) inside these nanoreactors was much higher at pH = 5.5 than at pH = 7.4, indicating pH controlled in situ enzymatic activity. This system offers a new approach to the design of artificial organelles capable of responding “on demand”.

Fig. 18 Schematic representation of the pH-triggered enzymatic activity inside nanoreactors modified with protein “gate”.

Bruns and co-workers developed a simple and versatile method to generate UV-responsive nanoreactors by encapsulating a hydroxalkylphenone within a polymersome membrane. They used α,ω-hydroxy-end-capped POMOXA-b-PDMS-b-POMOXA, α,ω-acrylate-end-capped POMOXA-b-PDMS-b-POMOXA, and PEO-b-PB polymer mixtures to prepare polymersomes. The two latter polymers, containing double bonds at the chain ends or in the PB block, are prone to be attacked by radicals and could potentially undergo cross-linking reactions. The water-soluble photo-initiator 2-hydroxy-4-2-(hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (PP-OH), an α-hydroxyalkylphenone, was incorporated into the polymersome membranes. Upon UV irradiation two primary radicals were formed (ketyl and alcohol) which reacted with the block copolymers in the polymersome membranes, leading to chemical modification of the polymers with the hydrophilic PP-OH, which therefore caused an increase in the permeability of the polymersomes. HRP was encapsulated inside the
polymersomes to create nanoreactors and the permeabilized nanoreactors retained their ability to protect encapsulated biocatalysts from degradation by proteases (Fig. 19).

![Illustration of the photoreaction of a hydroxalkyphenone with the membrane of polymersomes: a versatile method to generate semipermeable photo-responsive nanoreactors.](image)

**Fig. 19** Illustration of the photoreaction of a hydroxalkyphenone with the membrane of polymersomes: a versatile method to generate semipermeable photo-responsive nanoreactors.

In order to realize a reversible permeability-enhancing process, Liu et al. proposed a novel strategy for facile, switchable, and reversible regulation of polymersome bilayer permeability. A spiropyran-based monomer, containing a unique carbamate linkage (SPA), was introduced in the amphiphilic block copolymer PEO-b-PSPA to generate photochomeric polymersomes. Hydrophilic zwitterionic merocyanine (MC) states were obtained from SP moieties upon light irradiation with λ1 < 420 nm and MC polymersomes showed switched-on permeability along with stability because of the hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding interactions and zwitterionic and π–π stacking interactions. This photoisomerization process was reversible under light irradiation with λ2 > 450 nm, transforming the vesicles back into original SP polymersomes with switched-off permeability (Fig. 20). These polymersomes with light-switched on/off permeability can be used to modulate microcapsule reactors. They encapsulated a non-fluorescent thiol-responsive probe inside the internal aqueous cavity which was converted to a highly fluorescent thiol-reacted product in the presence of thiol-containing molecules such as cysteine. The fluorescence emission of the probe greatly increased after being irradiated with 405 nm laser light due to the diffusion of cysteine across the polymer membrane.

![Photochromic polymersomes with light-switched reversible on/off permeability.](image)

**Fig. 20** Photochromic polymersomes with light-switched reversible on/off permeability.

It is worth mentioning that, although a large number of stimuli-responsive polymersomes have been designed and constructed, only a few of them have been investigated and used as nanoreactors. When polymersomes are intended to serve as artificial organelles, activity of encapsulated enzymes should be triggered in a controlled and on-demand manner. In this respect, there is still a wide space and great challenge for scientists, especially for polymer researchers to develop and explore more versatile stimuli-responsive systems to generate functional nanoreactors.

### Conclusion and perspective

In this review article, we have put a spotlight on recent developments in stimuli-responsive polymersomes and their applications in constructing various delivery systems as well as nanoreactors. Taking advantage of specific changes in the micro-environment of biological systems, stimuli-responsive polymersomes are attractive candidates as delivery vehicles or nanoreactors with site-specific activity control. Changing the hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance in a controlled manner renders polymersomes with “intelligence” such as morphological transitions, volume contraction/expansion and membrane permeability enhancement. We have also focused on the application of stimuli-responsive polymersomes as nanoreactors to mimic functional organelles with controlled metabolic activities. The main goal of these stimuli-responsive nanoreactors is that their activity is under control of certain functionalities that lead to membrane responsiveness and permeability. This principle has been demonstrated for pH, light, CO2 and sugar responsive nanoreactors with triggered activity of encapsulated enzymes.

The diverse stimuli-responsive polymersomes summarized in this review would be able to serve as polymeric drug carriers and provide a great deal of possibilities for different controlled release applications. Moreover, recent developments in the application of new stimuli responsive polymersomes (gas, enzymes, magnetic fields) have demonstrated that selective sources of stimulation can lead to more unique or prominent features compared to other traditional chemical or physical stimuli. Also, it would be possible to endow these polymersomes with biomimetic cellular biological functions to create synthetic organelles and simple cell structures. However, the future development of stimuli-responsive polymersomes faces the challenge to move forward towards more practical applications than pure conceptual ones, which for example requires the usage of biodegradable and biocompatible polymer building blocks with similar responsiveness. More attention should be paid to construct novel stimuli-responsive macromolecular systems with specific structures, controlled porosity and enzyme activity. Additionally, localisation of stimuli-responsive nanoreactors inside cells is still an issue, and new approaches should be developed to transport these smart polymersomes into the cytosol and make them serve their purpose as artificial organelles in dysfunctional cells.

From a longer term perspective, it can be expected that multi-stimulus-responsive polymersomes will act as intracellular drug reservoirs, which release their content over prolonged periods of time whenever the cell sends out the desired signal, and only in quantities that are necessary to counteract the stimulus. As such, a real on-demand delivery of therapeutics can be achieved, if for example a change in pH or reductive potential is induced. This regulatory behaviour is of course also applicable to nanoreactors carrying therapeutic enzymes. Stimulus-responsive polymersomes can also be applied in extracellular applications, for example in communication with and activation of immune cells. In this case it is worth exploring the ability of these structures to change their shape and membrane permeability, thereby affecting the
interaction surface and the release of cytokines in a manner that can optimize the immune response.
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